A Note of Thanks

We'd like to thank each one of our students who have inspired us with their amazing poetry!

From,
Mrs. Gordon
& Mrs. Newingham

Presenting...
The Poets of Planet 13 in the Poetry Cafe
In honor of a true Poetry Cafe, please snap your fingers to show your appreciation for each poet!

Poetry Readings

Emma- Screaming Brothers
Brendan- Take Me Out to Space
Keegan- Balls
Alyssa- Stars
Emily- Seashore
Chris- Kitchen Cat
Jenny- Watermelon
Max- The Zoo

Open Mic for Family Members
Christina- Ice Cream
Makenna- International Festival
Logan- Goofy Sandwich
Amanda- Clowns
Cody- The Rules in the Classroom
Denny- Plane
Jacob- Hawaii

Open Mic for Family Members
Amanda- Teacher
Hannah- Bob the Robber
Dana- Four Seasons
Gage- The Game
Aaron- Dear Big Bear
Netanya- Pizza

Open Mic for Planet 13 Students & Family Members

Thank you to all of the families who are here to support your child tonight. Each child has worked very hard to create an amazing poetry anthology. We hope you enjoy listening to their creations. We also hope you will feel free to join us with your own favorite poems during the Open Mic times. Enjoy the Refreshments.